Ideas about the origin of the Buh-Dnister Culture under the influence of the Danube Early Neolithic were questioned by series of radiocarbon dates falling into the second half of the 7 th millennium BC measured on bones at the Kyiv laboratory in 1998-2004. To start addressing this problem, 11 AMS dates on organic inclusions in the ceramic paste and charred residues on the surface of vessels were obtained at the Tokyo University laboratory. Apart from two heavily overestimated values, measured on samples with very low carbon content, they fall into the range of the 60 th -46 th century BC that correspond better to the primary views of this chronology. However, the issues of the time and direction of spreading of the first pottery in the region need further research.
Introduction
The Neolithisation process, defined as the spread of sedentary lifestyle and farming is one of the main issues in prehistory. In Eastern Europe, a key area for its study is the basin of the Dnister 1 1 and Southern Buh Rivers, which flow into the Black Sea to the east of the Carpathians. There, Neolithic farming incomers from the Balkan-Danube area directly contacted with indigenous groups. The evidence of such interaction, marked in archaeological records from the local sites, became a reason for distinguishing the Buh-Dnister Culture (henceforth, BDC).
To make the timing and the route of dispersal of crops in Ukraine clear a special archaeobotanical project was carried out by a joint Japanese-Ukrainian team in 2016-2019 2 2 . Within its framework early published information about imprints of cultivated plants on the BDC pottery has been checked. Re-identification using a refined impression method has not found any reliable imprints of cereals and pulses (Endo et al. in prep.) . This confirms that in terms of the availability model of the agricultural transition (Zvelebil, Rowley-Conwy 1984; 1986) the BDC bearers should likely be recognised as a community at the availability stage throughout their existence. Therefore, following some researchers (e.g., Dergachev et al. 1991) , it would be more correct to call the culture not Neolithic but Para-Neolithic or Sub-Neolithic. These terms have long been used by archaeologists from Poland, Finland, and the Baltic states to refer to hunting-gathering semi-mobile societies manufacturing pottery and polished stone tools. Recently, Oleksandr Gorelik asserts the need for the consistent use of such terms regarding the cultures of 7 th -6 th millennium BC in the southern part of Eastern Europe (Gorelik 2019) . Thus, in the mentioned time, the 'real' Neolithic with a farming economy is represented here only by groups of incomers from the Balkans-Danube-Carpathians region, correlated with the cultures of Cris and Linear-Band Pottery, and in the 5 th millennium BC the Trypillia Culture.
In the course of the project, the team was confronted with questions about the age of vessels, on the surfaces of which they were looking for the imprints. 1 In the article all Ukrainian geographical names and derived names of archaeological monuments and cultures are given according to their writing in Ukrainian, not the Russian commonly used earlier. The same applies to the names of researchers, except for the references. Out of a dozen ways of romanizing the Ukrainian alphabet, the standard adopted by Ukrainian government in 2010 is used here. 2 The work was supported by the Japan Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research Program (KAKENHI Research Project 16K03166, principal investigator -Eiko Endo).
Most of the researched monuments are located in a river floodplain on the edge of periodically flooded river terraces, or just on riverbanks and islands. Often, they are near mouths of tributaries -brooks and small rivers. A lot of the sites in the Buh area are near river rapids. In those places, rivers break over the granite ridges of the Ukrainian Crystalline Massif forming canyons with steep sides. The shallow but wide and fast rivers flow on among large granite blocks and islands. Such areas are well-suited for fishing. The convenient places on the banks were settled many times. As a result, monuments with thick cultural levels, rich in finds of diverse time and cultures, arose there.
The conditions of the rapid parts of the river valleys promote the construction of hydroelectric power stations at such locations. In the BDC area, 13 stations are built on the Buh and its tributaries, and three stations on the Dnister. Constructions of several of these were preceded by archaeological explorations of the terrain before it was submerged. Danylenko's fieldwork was carried out for this reason. As a result, almost all of the important large-scale excavated BDC sites are submerged now. Moreover, many identified but not investigated settlements, as well as the territories most suitable for occupation, were submerged on both the Southern Buh and Dnister. The current excavation by Tovkailo at the site of Gard on the Southern Buh River is being done as it will be submerged in the future, too. In general, the situation reminds us of the loss of the famous original settlements and burial grounds in the Iron Gates area on the Danube, although repeated many times here.
The specificity of the rescue excavations has determined the state of archaeological records. In the Soviet Union, such field works were carried out in a hurry, obeyed the needs of construction, not science. The Soviet mentality of the administration and archaeologists was aimed at obtaining impressive quantitative rather than quality results. As such, scientists frequently preferred the excavation of monuments with the largest number of finds, not possibly more interesting archaeological contexts. Many of those sites are places of continual occupation, oversaturated with mixed materials from different peri-ods. The aim of doing the work more cheaply and quickly uncovering a wide area often led to the excavation of settlements, where the cultural layers lay at a low depth and therefore were heavily damaged by nature and man. Some collections include finds from the surface of absolutely destroyed monuments. In contrast, sites with 'pure' cultural layers poorly loaded by finds, but well-preserved by thick sediment deposits, were investigated in a small area.
Insufficient funding and the atmosphere of haste and negligence in research often led to the involvement of unskilled personnel, non-compliance with fieldwork procedures, and a deficiency of field documentation -lack of drawings of excavations and cross-sections, plans of sites, photos, and depth measurements. Later, this was followed by the loss of a considerable portion of the finds, mainly faunal remains and pottery. The publication of the materials was also incomplete and tendentious. For many sites, no topographical plans, drawings of excavations, figures of the majority of finds, or statistics were provided. Errors and contradictions in records and the ignoring of facts not fitting the paradigms of the time are quite frequent (Gaskevych 2013.6-9; . Moreover, archaeologists have been disregarding any critical analysis of the sources for decades and have made their conclusions based on the study of artificially sorted collections and imperfect publications.
The building of hydroelectric power stations has not only submerged many monuments but also changed the water regime of the Southern Buh and Dnister rivers with regard to their stopping spring floods, thus eroding the banks. This has led to covering of the floodplain with trees and bushes. Due to this the discovery of new sites has become more complicated. One of this article's authors has found only a few new BDC sites suitable for excavation during almost two decades of prospecting. The slow accumulation of new applicable materials makes it necessary to work with old collections of destroyed and submerged monuments, despite their imperfections. Therefore, the absolute dating of such sites is an important task for current researchers.
History of absolute dating
The radiocarbon dating of the BDC began at the end of the 1960s when four dates for two monuments located near the city of Soroca on the Dnister River were measured at the Berlin laboratory (Quitta, Kohl 1969.250) . Twenty years later, a sample from the settlement of Puhach II was measured at the Kyiv laboratory (Tovkajlo 1996.24 ) and a sample from the Hirzhove site at the Leningrad one (Stanko, Svezhentsev 1988.117) . , Gliwice and Kiel radiocarbon laboratories provided three conventional and five AMS dates for three monuments from the territory of Moldova, respectively (Larina et al. 1997.109; Wechler 2001.29-30) . conventional dates of the Buh area sites, investigated in the 1950-1980s, were measured at the Kyiv laboratory (Videiko, Kovalyukh 1998; Burdo 2002; Kotova 2003.130-133, 139-140; Manko 2006.18-19) . Another 20 conventional dates measured at the Kyiv laboratory and four AMS dates obtained at the Groningen and Oxford ones in 2005-2010 are connected with the recent work at sites Dobrianka-1, Dobrianka-3 (Zaliznyak, Manko 2004.141, 145; Biagi et al. 2007.27; Lillie et al. 2009.260) , Gard (Tovkaylo 2010.214; 2014.231) , and Tashlyk II (Fomenko et al. 2014.Tab. 3 (Wechler 2001. 29-30; Biagi et al. 2007.27; Lillie et al. 2009.260 ).
In contrast, in a large set of 51 Kyiv dates, clear 'non-Neolithic' values are not present at all. These results are never even mentioned by Ukrainian authors, which is especially suspect. It seems the problem concerning stratigraphy was either unnoticed or carefully hidden by these researchers.
Possible belonging to the BDC as such is thus supposed for only 57 dates, which may be subjected to further analysis. A high limit of the oldest date reaches the 65 th century BC, and a low limit of the youngest date the 47 th century BC 3 3 . But there is no concordance of opinion concerning the timeframe of the BDC. After the publication of a large series of Kyiv dates in 1998, the specialists divided into two opposing camps. This cleavage was deepened by new Kyiv dates over the next decade. One camp approved the dates pointing to the 60 th -47 th centuries BC, measured abroad and at the Kyiv laboratory before 1998. And the other thinks that the set of new Kyiv dates, measured since 1998 and pointing to the 65 th -50 th centuries BC is right. The terms 'old chronology' and 'new chronology' thus began to be used in publications. The reason for scepticism regarding the 'new' dates is not only their inconsistency with the time of the BDC start and end measured at the European laboratories, but their inconsistency with the relative chronology of the culture, too.
Relative chronology
The first BDC periodization was proposed by Danylenko (1969) . He divided the culture into seven phases, grouped into three periods (Tab. 2). In constructing this scheme he relied on the specificity of the pottery, which was regarded as the main chro-nological marker. But his criteria for pottery grouping are often incomprehensible, since clear definitions of types were substituted for description of a few of the brightest vessels or generalized descriptions of some ceramic group from the monument that was becoming eponymous. The earliest Ziankivtsi non-pottery phase is associating with the late Mesolithic now. Two other phases, the Sokiltsi and Khmelnyk, looked somewhat unconvincing even in Danylenko opinion (Danilenko 1969.150-151) . Soon after they were disproved by the majority of specialists (e.g., Tringham 1971.97, 100-101; Telegin 1977.89) . Thus, somewhat schematically, the periodization scheme proposed by Danylenko consists of a sequence of four variant of pottery.
The Skybyntsi type pottery was correlated with the earliest BDC period. Typically it is made in a truncated egg-shape and decorated by parallel incised lines forming wavy bundles and meander patterns filled with incised crosshatching or stroke impressions. According to Danylenko, their common features are the use of silt paste containing organic fibres and coarse shell fragments, as well as their pointed bottoms. These were considered as evidence of their eastern, Azov-Caspian steppe origin in a time before Balkan influences had reached the region (Danilenko 1969.150-151) .
The next period was characterized by pottery of the Pechera type. These vessels are made of ceramic paste of the same composition but have a flat base. Their relatively late age was determined by similarity to the Cris pottery from Romania, due to their globular and elongated globular shapes, surface treatments, decoration with pinches, fingernail impressions and various plastic applications as a rule combined with incised zigzag patterns. Their synchronous development was supported by discovering at sites of Pechera I, Sokiltsi VI, and Hlynske I, where a number of burnished Cris-like vessels made of finestructure paste has been documented (Danilenko 1969.152-153) , which are now interpreted as real Cris 'imports ' (e.g., Wechler 2001.274, 275, 278) .
According to Danylenko, the Pechera pottery was replaced by the Samchyntsi type vessels. They are characterized by a pointed or round bottom, the presence of gravel and stones in the ceramic paste, decoration by imprints of various notched and comb-like stamps, as well as the lines scratched by them. He thought that the origin of the Samchyntsi tradition was linked to the Eastern European forest zone. Its time of appearance was correlated with the 'music-note' phase of the Linear-Band Pottery Culture (henceforth, LBPC), because of the finding of numerous Samchyntsi vessels and two LBPC bowls at one depth in the Bazkiv Ostriv site (Danilenko 1969.66, 156, 207) .
The Savran type pottery, correlated with the latest period of the BDC, was indistinctly defined by Danylenko as characterised by flat and pointed bottoms as well as "almost unlimited domination of an impressed linear decoration" (Danilenko 1969. 154 Later, six other periodization schemes for the whole culture or its local variants were proposed by Ruth Tringham (1971.97) , Dmytro Telehin (Telegin 1977. 90) , Klaus-Peter Wechler (2001.30-31, 52-54) , Markevich (1974.127-143) , Nadiia Kotova (2003.30-32) , Tovkailo (Tovkaylo 2014.235-239) , Ihor Sapozhnikov and Halina Sapozhnikova (Sapozhnikov, Sapozhnikova 2005.92) . However, they consisted mainly of the renaming, correction and mechanical merging of Danylenko's phases and periods (Tab. 2). But they did not touch on the basic sequence of his scheme, which was agreed by all the researchers. In a maximally general view, this erupted into the common belief that the dominant type of admixture in clay divides the BDC sites in the Buh area into two groups: the earlier with numerous vessels tempered by coarse shell, and the later with isolated cases of its use or without such pottery. Ultimately it was reflected in the simple two-part periodization (Kotova 2003.30-32) . The difference in the researchers' views is the synchronization of the neighbouring cultures with BDC pottery types, as well as indirect absolute dating of the lasts.
Indirect absolute dating of the pottery types
The analysis of publications allows us to distinguish two approaches to indirect absolute dating of the BDC pottery types. They are different by the source of the radiocarbon dates used.
The external approach leans on the pottery typology and the finds of mutually 'imported' vessels. On the basis of the latter, radiocarbon dates of corresponding neighbouring cultures are projected to the BDC sites. This method arose long ago, and was the only one possible before the beginning of the mass radiocarbon dating of BDC. Its followers synchronize the Skybyntsi and Pechera pottery with the Cris materials from Moldovian and Romanian sites, dated to the range of the 59 th -54 th centuries BC. Vessels of the Samchyntsi type are synchronized with LBPC sites, dated to range of 54 th -50 th centuries BC, and the Savran type initially with LBPC, and then with early Trypillya settlements, which start appearing c. the 48 th century BC in Ukraine. The origin of the culture is linked by supporters with the Balkans-Danube region (Tovkaylo 2005.44-49; 2014.235-239; Gaskevych 2007; Zaliznyak et al. 2013.249-250) .
The internal approach leans, first of all, on the mass series of the 'new' radiocarbon dates measured on bones and projected onto certain groups of BDC pottery. But the basis of this approach is the same traditional conception about the sequence of the pottery types. Thus, its followers project the high dates of the 7 th millennium BC onto the Skybyntsi and Pechera vessels, and low dates in the range the 59 th -53 th centuries BC onto the Samchyntsi and Savran ware. Consequently, the first two types are considered by them as preceding the Cris Culture, and the second two as synchronous with the Cris and partially LBPC (Kotova 2003.30, 56) . In fact, these researchers have just shifted the whole traditional sequence of pottery types several centuries deeper. Logically, they and their adherents support the idea of the non-Danube origin of the culture, since the Neolithic dated to 6400 BC is not found to the west (e.g., Reingruber 2017.93-94) .
Followers of the first approach criticized the second one because of the well-known presence of typical Pechera pottery at Cris settlements of Moldova, dated to the middle of the 6 th millennium BC (Dergachev, Larina 2015.176-180) , as well as discovering the typical LBPC pottery together with the Samchyntsi and Savran vessels on the BDC sites of Bazkiv Ostriv (Danilenko 1969.66) , Shchurivtsi-Porih (Gaskevych 2008b.170) , Dobrianka-3 (Zaliznyak et al. 2013.234) , Gard (Tovkaylo 2014.201-202) , Tȃtȃrȃuca Nouȃ XV (Larina 2006) , and vice-versa, the BDC pottery on the LBPC settlements of Maynova Balka .27), Rusestii Noi I (Markevich 1973 , and Gura Camencii VI (Larina 1999. 104) . But these researchers could not explain the 'new' Kyiv dates pointing to the beginning of the BDC being around the middle of the 7 th millennium BC, before the start of Neolithisation in the Danube-Prut region; and its ending before the beginning of the Precucuteni-Trypillya Culture. Therefore, they questioned the validity of the 'new' Kyiv dates as such. Afterwards, this distrust extended to all dates from the Kyiv laboratory, although many of them do not contradict the measurements of other laboratories and synchronization data. The situation has come to a standstill, and one way out could be an attempt to re-view the BDC periodization, as well as the direct dating of vessels of various types.
Attempts at revising the traditional views
In the early 2000s, one of this article's authors was a follower of the external approach and one of the steady critics of the 'new' Kyiv dates (Gaskevych 2007) . But his excavation, collating of the old collections, a study of archaeological context and the typological analysis of finds have enabled him to try transforming some of the traditional views concerning the BDC to eliminate the inconsistency in its dating.
First, all of the available finds of vessel bottoms from the Southern Buh monuments were analysed (Gaskevych 2008a) . It was established that in fact among the pottery attributed by Danylenko to the Skybyntsi type only one pot from the Bazkiv Ostriv site has a pointed bottom. It is made of paste without shells and adorned with meander decoration. It has reaffirmed the unlikely nature of chronological opposition of the Skybyntsi and flat-bottomed Pechera types (Telegin 1977.90; Wechler 2001.52 ) that allowed considering of all the vessels with coarse shell inclusions as synchronous with the Cris settlements in Moldova. On the contrary, all the Samchyntsi type vessels turned out to have pointed and round bottoms. Since analogies to these are absent in the Danube Neolithic, a question about distinguishing a specific tradition (or even culture) with a genesis different from the BDC, and an area wider than its own, was raised (Gaskevych 2008a; 2008b; 2010; .
Second, re-excavation of two 'classical' sites on both the Buh (Pechera I) and the Dnister (Tsekynivka) was carried out (Czerniak et al. 2013) . The results and critical consideration of the archaeological context from old excavations testified to the poor state of cultural stratigraphy on most BDC monuments. No reliable closed contexts such as pits or semi-subterranean houses have been documented in the Southern Buh area. Vessels of different types are spaced apart planigraphically, which does not allow us to assert a sequence of their getting in sediments at some monuments, which were published as 'wellstratified' before (Gaskevych, Kiosak 2011.202; Gaskevych 2017a.88-90) . But in most cases, they lay mixed (Gaskevych 2013.11-13) . Consequently, the bones used for radiocarbon dating were frequently found next to the pottery of different types (e.g., Gaskevych 2017c.200-201) .
The observation of real cultural stratigraphy has allowed us to assume that the high measurements on bones do not date the Cris-like Pechera vessels, but the round-bottomed Samchyntsi ones decorated with a comb. Since the presence of domesticates in the BDC was generally not questioned a decade ago, analogies were looked for in the southern Mediterranean. There, pottery similar to the Samchyntsi and dated before the 6 th millennium BC is in the Middle East (Balossy Restelly 2006) and Northern Africa (Jesse 2010). Therefore, a hypothesis about the marine expansion of the earliest Impresso traditions to the North-Pontic region in the period preceding Balkanization was put forward. This was facilitated by the discovery of pottery with Cardium decoration and an admixture of the valves of brackish water ostracods Ciprideis torosa littoralis (Brady 1864) in the collections of some BDC monuments (Gaskevych 2010; Tovkaylo 2012) . Consequently, it was assumed that the pointed-and round-bottomed comb decorated vessels were one of the first types of pottery in a significant part of the territory of Ukraine and became one of the main background pottery types there. In the contact zone with the western agricultural population, the traditions of Cris, Alföld, Vin≠a, Dudesti cultures influenced it at different times. They determined the appearance of various local decoration styles (but not phases) such as the Skybyntsi, Pechera, Savran, and some other nameless ones.
Afterward, the almost complete absence of Southern Buh forest-steppe Mesolithic monuments has attracted attention. The only exception is the late Mesolithic level in the Ziankivtsi II site (Danilenko 1969. 90) . Its 'new' radiocarbon date points to the same range as the most ancient Kyiv dates of the BDC settlements Sokiltsi II, Bazkiv Ostriv, Mytkiv Ostriv, and Pechera I. Therefore, it was assumed that late Mesolithic finds could form palimpsests with slightly younger finds of the BDC on those and some other sites (Gaskevych 2012; 2014.10) . A series of characteristic flint tools of the Late Mesolithic Kukrek Culture, which were discovered there earlier (Gaskevych 2005; , support this conclusion. It logically explains the early Kyiv measurements of the BDC without a far-fetched hypothesis about the very early marine diffusion of Impresso pottery. So, the latter could start in the North-Pontic area synchro-nously with the Northern and Western Mediterranean in the 6 th millennium BC.
Thus, the state of the majority of sources allows the creation of various explanatory models correlating different types of finds with any dates on bones and demolishing traditional views concerning the origin and development of the BDC. Under these circumstances, almost the only way one can avoid speculation and check the existing chronology and periodization as well as the suggested hypotheses is direct radiocarbon dating on pottery.
Direct radiocarbon dating on pottery
Today, the 16 conventional dates on organic inclusions in 15 pottery samples from four BDC monuments (Dobrianka-1, Dobrianka-3, Gard, Hirzhove), and two AMS dates on carbonized crust on the surface of one vessel from the Tȃtȃrȃuca Nouȃ XV site, have been published. Of these, the last two were measured at the Kiel and 16 other at the Kyiv laboratory. Unfortunately, a detailed description of the decoration and ceramic paste composition, as well as a well-reasoned attribution to some type of pottery, is not given for all samples. The too large standard errors (±140-230 years) of some measurements seriously diminish their utility. But even these dates allow us to question the established views on the relative and, partially, absolute chronology of certain pottery types, and the BDC as a whole. In this sense the dates for the sites of Gard, Dobrianka-1 and Hirzhove are very significant.
The settlement and burial ground of Gard, located in the steppe Southern Buh region, were excavated by Tovkaylo over the last 12 years. He identified two BDC horizons, separated by a 'relatively sterile' layer on some part of the monument's area. The researcher believes that the lower horizon is characterized by the finds of 'early Neolithic' pottery of the Pechera type, which he typologically synchronizes to phases III and IV of the Cris Culture, according to its subdivision by Gheorghe Lazarovici (1984) . But an LBPC vessel with the 'music-note' decoration was also found there. The upper horizon he characterizes by the finds of 'Late Neolithic' pottery of the Savran type, as well as of the early Trypillia pottery of the Sabatynivka II type (Tovkaylo 2014) . Two dates of the second to third quarter of the 6 th millennium BC were measured on the samples of the 'early' BDC pottery, one of which (Ki-14789) is made of paste with coarse shell fragments. The dates on three samples of the 'late Neolithic' pottery pointed to the same time range (Tab. 1). The location of the 'early'
sample Ki-14790 and the 'late' one Ki-14791 in the same square and depth (Tovkaylo 2010.Tab. 2) also indirectly confirms at least partial synchronization of the measured vessels of the Pechera and Savran types.
The site of Dobrianka-1, located in the Sinyuha River basin between the BDC and Kyiv-Cherkasy culture areas, was investigated by Zalizniak's expedition in 2001-2006. A representative flint complex of the Mesolithic Kukrek culture and fragments of no less than 10 vessels with some characteristics of pottery from steppe BDC sites were found there. The stratigraphic position of the Sub-Neolithic materials is uncertain (Zaliznyak et al. 2013.195-214) . The fragments of two vessels -one with two-pronged stamp impressions and other with a pointed bottom and gridlines decoration -were measured for the dates Ki-14798: 6880±90 BP and Ki-14799: 6730± 90 BP, respectively (Manko 2013.216; 2016.271, 278) . The age of the first sample, attributed to the Samchyntsi type (Zaliznyak et al. 2013.214, Fig. 14.6) , turns out to be older than the Pechera and Savran type pottery from the Gard site, and the second one coincides with them in time.
The settlement of Hirzhove is located on the Kuchurgan River (left tributary of the Dnister River) in the steppe zone. It was excavated by Pavel Boriskovskiy and Volodymyr Stanko in 1961 Stanko in -1963 . They represented the site as a classic monument of the Late Mesolithic Hrebenyky culture. But the 'Neolithic horizon' with characteristic geometric microlithics and some fragments of BDC pottery with comb impressions, which were referred by Danylenko to the Samchyntsi type, is mentioned in publications, too (Stanko 1966; 1967) . Two 'new' Kyiv dates that fall into the last quarter of the 7 th millennium BC were measured on the same potsherd in 2004 (Manko 2006.19) . They were used as one of the rationales for the early appearance of the Samchyntsi type pottery in the region (Gaskevych 2011.282 ).
Re-publishing of the site by Vladyslav Petrenko proved the finds of all periods lay mixed at a depth up to 0.5m in the soil layer disturbed by deep ploughing. One fragment of the LBPC vessel and more than 100 potsherds of BDC pottery were attributed by Petrenko in the collection. Description and drawing of the measured sample, published for the first time, has shown that the potsherd is adorned with a double line and a parallel row of simple impressions (Petrenko 2012.235-236, Fig. 4.1) . This decoration is not typical for the Samchyntsi style, and this rather shattered the idea about the antecedence of pottery with comb impressions in the Northern Black Sea area.
Thus, if we consider the direct dating on only moreless well-published pottery samples, the earliest is measuring on the vessel of an unattributed type from Hirzhove. Somewhat younger are the Samchyntsi vessels from Dobrianka-1. Vessels with some Cris characteristics and coarse shell fragments in the paste from Gard are, as expected, synchronous with the Cris sites of Moldova and dated back to the middle of the 6 th millennium BC. The Savran pottery from Gard also points to this time.
The above dates are contrary to all periodization schemes of the BDC created over a half-century. Therefore they have been met with disapproval and been ignored by most followers of both external and internal approaches. The first justify this by scepticism about the Kyiv laboratory, where the dates were measured (Zaliznyak et al. 2013.249; Tovkaylo 2014) , and the second by the unreliability of the measured material (Kotova 2015.13) . Doubts about the reliability of measurements in the Kyiv laboratory can easily be verified by dating in other laboratories, as is done later in this article. But the disadvantages of direct dating on pottery are well-known and it cannot be overcome. Therefore, possible distortions of the real age of the samples should be taken into account.
Sample description
Eleven samples -nine fragments of pottery with organic inclusions in the paste and two charred residues on the pottery surface -were selected from collections of three sites.
Shumyliv-Cherniatka
The monument is situated at 48°29'17.69"N, 29°40' 33.54"E on the high part of the floodplain on the left bank of the Southern Buh River between the villages of Shumyliv and Cherniatka (both -Bershad district, Vinnytsia region) near large rapids. It was investigated by Danylenko in 1960. The surface was heavily destroyed by the construction of a hydroelectric power station dam. According to published data, an area of more than 300m 2 has been uncovered. A few clusters of the Sub-Neolithic and early Trypillia materials lay at a depth of 0.5-0.8m in a layer of "dense grey-green loam" treated by the researcher as "ancient meadow-type soil" (Danilenko 1969.121-125) .
According to our preliminary calculations, the collection stored in the Institute of Archaeology of NAS of Ukraine now includes 450 potsherds of roughly dozen Sub-Neolithic pots and 314 fragments of no less than 19 early Trypillian vessels, 303 knapped flints, two not flint pebbles, and two pieces of bones.
Where the other 1397 intact and broken animals' bones and seven processed bones mentioned in the field documentation are stored is unknown. Perhaps they are lost.
Danylenko attributed the site to the Savran phase (Danilenko 1969.121) .
This monument has been chosen for sampling because it allows us to check widespread views about the partial synchronism of the late BDC and early Trypillia culture (e.g., Tringham 1971.167-168; Tovkaylo 2005.39, 40) . Second, a fragment of BDC vessel with an extremely rare carbonized crust has been found in the collection.
Two samples taken from the site collection have been measured.
Shum 1t
The sample is a fragment of a wall (field inventory No. 183, square 26G, without depth mark) of the vessel, which is represented by 128 fragments stored in the collection. The vessel was probably a pot with a cylindrical upper body of about 30cm diameter, and inverted conical bottom part. The rim is slightly everted. The lip is rounded, straight. The bottom is missing. The wall thickness is 0.6-0.8cm. The pottery paste contains a lot of sharp-cornered gravel (up to 0.6cm), sand and organic fibres as well as a little crushed shell (up to 0.6cm). The outer surface is light reddish brown, pale red, grey, very dark grey. The inner one is very dark grey, pinkish grey, light reddish brown, grey. The colour of the fractures is various, irregular. Both faces of the rim are roughly smoothed with a notched tool that left characteristic traces in many places. The body is smoothed better. No decoration is observed on the preserved part of the vessel (Fig. 2) .
Shum 1c
The thin coat of charred organic residue in the form of two dark brown spots, each less 1cm 2 large, was scraped off the inner surface of the potsherd, which is the sample of Shum 1t. All the sources about the monument are Khavliuk and Danylenko's field documentation and a very incomplete description in Danylenko's monograph (1969. 105-107) . The collection is stored in the Institute of Archaeology of NAS of Ukraine. Its Sub-Neolithic part consists of 160 fragments of 16 vessels, 82 flint artefacts, one bone tool, and six animal bones. A comparison of the finds and field records shows the presence of almost all the pottery and flints, but most of the bones are missing.
Hlynske I
The pottery is subdivided into three types: the Samchyntsi, Pechera, and Cris-like. The location of vessel fragments discovered on the surface was described very roughly, and the stratigraphic sequence of different type pottery from trenches has not been recorded. Thus, both Danylenko's statement that the Hlynske I is a stratified settlement with the Pechera and Samchyntsi phases of occupation (Danilenko 1969. 107) , and the note about the site 'bottom layer' repeating by Kotova (2002.22; 2003.30; 2015.40, 41, 102) are in fact unfounded. However, the absence of the Samchyntsi type pottery in the relatively wellpreserved Complex 1, uncovered in a layer of yellow loam at the of depth 3.1m, was strictly ascertained (Danilenko 1969.106; Gaskevych 2017a.107) .
Complex 1 in the monument of Hlynske I has been chosen for sampling because two vessels very similar to Cris-Körös fine pottery or even imported from the area of that culture were found there. Their shards lay around stone fireplaces close to the fragments of the Skybyntsi and Pechera type vessels (Fig. 3 ). This allows for checking the possible synchronism of the mentioned types of pottery.
Two sampled potsherds from the site have been measured.
Hlyn-2t
The sample is a fragment of a wall (collection inventory No. 93, field inventory No. 9, Complex 1, square 2-3/a, without depth mark) of vessel 16. There are five debris of this vessel in the collection. All were found in a compact cluster in marginal squares in the Complex 1 and the outcrop of a fluvial terrace edge. The largest fragment lay on the stone fireplace in square 1/a (Fig. 3) . The vessel can be reconstructed as a biconical bowl with a pronounced body corner. The maximum diameter is 15cm; the height of the extant part is 10.5cm. The rim is vertical, slightly thinned; the lip is rounded, straight. There are remnants of a broken pedestal foot base on the bottom surface. As far back as Neolithic times fractures of the pedestal were rasped off to make the vessel steady. The wall thickness is 0.5-0.9cm. The pottery paste is soapy and flaky. It consists of clay, containing a small amount of organic matter and very fine slightly micaceous sand. The external surface was smoothed, covered in slip and burnished. But now it is eroded off in many places. Its colour is dark grey, brown, very dark greyish brown, black. The inner surface is smooth; very dark grey, black. The fractures are dark grey. Decoration -hardly observable knobs on the body corner ( Fig. 4 ). In the late 1950s the vessel was reconstructed in an artisanal way. In this process, some part of the surface was washed off and treated with abrasive.
Hlyn-3t
The sample is a small decorated fragment of a wall (collection inventory No. 51, field inventory No. 8, Complex 1, square 4/b, without depth mark) of vessel 7. In the collection, this vessel is represented by 21 fragments. They were found within the whole area of Complex 1 as well as in the outcrop and cleaning of the terrace edge. Probably, the vessel had a cylindrical body with a maximum diameter of about 20cm. The rim is outwardly thinned and slightly inverted. The lip is rounded, straight. The bottom is missing. The wall thickness is 0.8-1.2cm. The pottery paste is well-kneaded. It contains small amounts of coarse fragments of shells (up to 1.0cm) and vegetable fibres. Both surfaces are smooth, with remains of burnishing preserved in some places. The colour is light reddish brown and pinkish grey with greyish brown spots. Fractures are black. The vessel is decorated with zones, contoured by curved both superficial impressed and deeply cut lines 0.1-0.2cm thick. The row of densely arranged pits imprinted by a tubular stamp of 0.4cm diameter is along the lines from the outside of zones. The surface within these zones is filled with a grid pattern drawn with diagonal lines of the previously mentioned nature (Fig. 5 ).
The figure, which these zones form, cannot be recognized. Perhaps, it is irregular like on a wellknown pot from the Mytkiv Ostriv site (Danilenko 1969.Fig. 33, 34.2; Wechler 2001.Taf. 5.5) .
Bazkiv Ostriv
The monument situated roughly at 48°33'06.72"N, 29°21'30.27"E is now submerged by waters of the Hlybochek hydropower plant reservoir. It was investigated by Danylenko on the same name is- Fig. 3. Hlynske I. Plan of (Danilenko 1969.62-69) . Later Kotova considered the site as the best in the BDC owing to the representativeness of its collection and accuracy of its stratigraphy, although she distinguished only two cultural layers there (Kotova 2003.26-29) .
All available sources regarding the site have been re-analysed recently (Gaskevych 2017c ). An area of over 300m 2 was investigated there during a mere 28 workdays. The Sub-Neolithic materials were found in a layer of sediment described by Danylenko as 'yellow-grey loess-silty loam'. It was of different thickness and occurred at varying depths in different parts of the monument. The excavated area of a total of 247m A comparison of nine stratigraphic sections of the trenches allows two important conclusions. The first -a slight declivity of the ancient surface is recorded on the settlement. The second -because of the absence of precise topographic instruments all depths were measured from the datum line, drawn on different walls of the trenches at varied absolute depths. So, nominally identical depths of finds from different parts of the site may in fact (along the absolute calculations) also be different. Thus, a vertical sequence of finds from various depths measured from only the same drawn datum line is correct.
Because of the above, the site stratigraphy has been analysed from the number of finds marked on the field drawings, for each of nine zones numbered from II to X and representing stages of increasing the excavation area (Fig. 6) . A small area of each zone allows disregarding the natural declivity of the ancient surface, and the use of the same datum lines Fig. 4. Hlynske I. Vessel 16 dated by sample Hlyn-2t.   Fig. 5. Hlynske I. Vessel 7 dated by sample Hlyn-3t .
allows comparing the depths of finds more or less reliably. The number of finds from different depths shows a possible presence of three horizons of concentration increase -two with pottery (Sub-Neolithic) and one non-pottery (Mesolithic). No 'sterile' layers between them have been recorded.
The different estimated ages of the two possible ceramic layers in Bazkiv Ostriv suppose the typological difference of their pottery. The depth of only large available fragments has been taken as the criterion for linking vessels to excavation levels. This approach is based on two postulates: the position of larger potsherds in sediments is more stable; impacts of the forces which move fragments in sediments break them at the same time (Tsetlin 1991. 27) . So, 93 potsherds larger 20cm 2 have been analysed. They represent 31 BDC, 1 LBPC, and 4 Trypillian vessels.
The analysis results have shown the arising of two recognised ceramic horizons at some zones owing to the way of recording the depth of the finds. In other zones, differences in the pottery types from both horizons are absent or not detected due to the loss of most shards. Thus, the presence of evident cultural layers mentioned by Danylenko and Kotova has not been confirmed. Instead, considerable mixing of materials, attributed by them to different periods of the culture, has been established. The recorded vertical sequence of the compact clusters of several vessel shards contradicts traditional views concerning a sequence of the BDC pottery types. It is in concordance with the organic combining of technological and decorative characteristics, traditionally attributed to the different periods, noted for some vessels (Gaskevych 2017c.199) .
The site of Bazkiv Ostriv has been chosen for sampling because fragments of two LBPC vessels were found there. It allows checking Danylenko's views about the synchronism of the 'music-note' wares and Samchyntsi pottery (Danilenko 1969.66, 154) . Second, a series of seven radiocarbon dates on animal bones was measured for the site at Kyiv laboratory in 1998 and 2000 (Telegin et al. 2000; Kotova 2002) . It allows comparing the results obtained on different materials at different laboratories.
Seven samples taken from the site collection have been measured.
Bazk-4t
The sample is a decorated fragment of a wall (without inventory No., square B'/5, depth -1.03m) of vessel 23. There are only six fragments of this vessel in the collection now. Half of them were found in square B'/5 in zone VI at a depth of 1.03m (Figs.  6, 7) . But a compact cluster of 15 potshards is marked in this place and depth on the field plan. Probably the vessel was a semisphere shape. The rim of about 18cm diameter is slightly tapered. The lip is rounded, and, in some places, flattened. The bottom part is missing. The wall thickness is 0.7-0.9cm. The pottery paste contains an admixture of organic fibres, waterworn fine sand and a large amount of shell fragments (up to 0.8cm). The outer surface is well smoothed; dark reddish grey, greyish brown Fig. 6. Bazkiv Ostriv. Excavations scheme with margins of the zones and samples location. and dark brown. The inner surface is well smoothed; brown, greyish brown, very dark greyish brown, pinkish grey. Fractures are black. Decoration -a solid zone filled with pinches (twin fingernail impressions) covering the whole body except the edge and the bottom part (Fig. 8) .
Bazk-5t
The sample is a fragment of a wall (field inventory No. 1, square B'/6, depth 0.9m) of vessel 1. In the collection, the vessel is represented by 31 fragments found within zones I, V, VI, VII, with 16 laying in a sufficiently compact cluster in squares A'-B'/5-7 in zone VI at a depth of 0.9-0.99m (Figs. 6, 7) . The vessel is reconstructed as a pot with a slightly everted rim of 22cm diameter and hemispherical low part with a maximum diameter of 22cm too. The rim is thinned. The lip is rounded, straight. The bottom is missing. The wall thickness varies from 0.6cm to 1.0cm. The pottery paste contains an abundant admixture of thin organic fibres, some quantity of the waterworn pebbles and sand as well as grog in the form of small rounded clots of unburnt white clay. The outer surface is well smoothed; very dark greyish brown, greyish brown, brown, reddish brown. The inner one is black, very dark grey, very dark greyish brown. The fractures are black. Decorationtwo horizontal belts consisting of parallel rows of notched stamp impressions, separated from one another by a horizontal zigzag pattern drawn using the same comb stamp (Fig. 9 ). The closest analogy to this composition is a decoration of the best Samchyntsi type pot -vessel 3 from the eponymous Samchyntsi I site (Gaskevych 2010.217, Fig. 2; 2011.Fig. 3.3) .
Bazk-6t
The sample is a decorated fragment of a wall (square π/6, without inventory No. and a depth mark) of vessel 22. There are 20 fragments of this vessel in the collection. Most of them were found in a compact cluster in square π/7 in zone VIII at a depth of 0.8-0.89m (Figs. 6, 7) . The vessel can be reconstructed as a pot of truncated ovaloid (egg-like) shape. The maximum diameter is 19cm; the height is at least 21cm. The slightly thinned rim is inverted. The lip is flat, straight. The bottom is missing. The wall thickness is 0.6-0.9cm. The pottery paste contains an admixture of thin organic fibres, a small amount of sharp-cornered gravel and shell fragments (up to 0.7cm). The outer surface is well smoothed; reddish grey, brown, greyish brown, very dark grey. Slight burnishing (self-slip) is preserved in some places. The inner surfaces are well smoothed; very dark greyish brown, very dark grey, greyish brown. Fractures are black. Decoration -a zigzag composition covering the whole vessel except the rim edge and the bottom part. It is formed of horizontal belts filled with parallel diagonal deep incised lines less 1mm wide. Deep pits made using a ribbed-end stamp are on the lip (Fig. 10 ). There are imprints of elderberry (cf. Sambucus) seeds on the outer surface (Endo et al. in prep.) .
Bazk-7t
The sample is a decorated fragment of a wall (field inventory No. 210, sq. C/14, depth 0.7m) of vessel 21. There are 19 fragments of this vessel in the collection. Most of them were found in a compact cluster in zone X at a depth of 0.9-0.99m (Figs. 6, 7) .
Fig. 7. Bazkiv Ostriv. Scheme of the vertical location of the sherds of dated vessels.
The vessel can be reconstructed as a pot with a slightly inverted rim, cylindrical upper part with a diameter of about 30cm, which is connected to the inverted conical lower part through a pronounced body corner. The lip is rounded, straight. The bottom is missing. The wall thickness is 0.8-1.0cm. The pottery paste contains an admixture of thin organic fibres, isolated waterworn pebbles, a lot of large fragments of shells (up to 0.7cm). The outer surface is slightly burnished (self-slip); pinkish grey, red, dark brown. The inner surface is well smoothed, grey. The fractures are black. Decoration -composition of vertical bundles consisting of seven parallel wavy deep incised lines 2-3mm wide. Each line begins and ends with a deep pit (Fig. 11) .
Bazk-8t
The sample is a fragment of a wall (field inventory No. 6, square F/1-2, depth 0.7m) of vessel 2. In the collection, the vessel is represented by 32 fragments found within zones III, IV, V, VI. But the majority of them lay in the sufficiently compact cluster in squares U-H/1-4 in zones III and V at a depth of 0.5-0.79m (Figs. 6, 7) . The vessel is reconstructed as a pot with a truncated ovaloid body of maximum diameter 22cm. The everted rim is of 19cm diameter. The lip is rounded, slightly undulate. The bottom is missing. The wall thickness is 0.6-0.8cm. The pottery paste contains a lot of sharp-cornered gravel (up to 0.6cm), sand and organic fibres as well as a little mica and small grains of red ochre. The outer surface is reddish brown, pinkish grey, greyish brown. The inner one is black, very dark grey, dark reddish grey, pinkish grey. The fractures are generally black. Both surfaces are well smoothed and slightly burnished (self-slip). Decoration -grid consisting of bundles of diagonal lines superficial incised by a notched stamp on the exterior rim face; rectangular zones filled with horizontal rows of impressions made with that stamp on the vessel body; and sparse diagonal lines drawn by the same stamp on the bottom part ( Fig. 12) .
Bazk-9t
The sample is a decorated fragment of a wall (field inventory No. 38, square B/5, depth -0.65) of vessel 39. There are 12 fragments of this vessel in the collection. They were found within zones II and IV. Except for two shards, the rest lay at a depth of 0.6-0.79m (Figs. 6, 7) . Only the restricted upper part of the probably truncated ovaloid vessel has been preserved. The maximum diameter is 19cm. The vertical rim is of 13cm diameter. The lip is rounded, straight. The wall thickness varies from 0.5cm to 1cm. Pottery paste is oversaturated with sharp-cornered gravel (up to 0.4cm), sand and mica. A small amount of thin organic fibres is there too. The outer surface is well smoothed; light reddish brown, greyish brown, very dark greyish brown. The inner one and fractures are black. Decoration -a diagonal grid pattern, which is on all available potsherds. It is formed of superficial incised lines of 1-2mm wide. One horizontal row of comb stamp impressions is on the thinned interior rim edge (Fig. 13) .
Bazk-9c
The sample of charred organic residue in the form of a very thin black coating was scraped off the inner surface of the potsherd, which is the sample of Bazk-9t.
Method
Sample preparation for radiocarbon dating was conducted following the methods of Yoshida et al. Fig. 8. Bazkiv Ostriv. Vessel 23 dated by sample Bazk-4t. Fig. 9. Bazkiv Ostriv. Vessel 1 dated by sample Bazk-5t. (2004) . About several millimetres of the potsherd's surface was shaved using a grinder, and then thrown away to remove impurities on the earthen vessel. The sample of about 200-300mg was cut off by using a diamond cutter, corresponding to 0.5cm 2 of 1cm thickness. The potsherd was divided into exterior and interior surface portions and the internal black portions were subjected to a series of experiments.
To remove the contaminants for 14 C dating, samples were subjected to acid-alkali-acid (AAA) pre-treatment at 80°C. The process was the same as that described in Kunikita et al. (2007) . The rates of chemical treatment for specimens are shown in Table 3 . The concentration of the alkali treatment for the potsherd (organic temper in pottery) was adjusted to prevent the specimens from being slightly coloured by it. The concentration of the alkali treatment for the charred remains on pottery was also kept to a level at which the sample did not dissolve completely. The rate of CO2 in the refinement was kept within a range of 0.6-5.6% for a potsherd. The potsherd (organic temper in pottery) can be dated using the black-coloured inside part at 1.5-2.5% content (Yoshida et al. 2004) . The measurements were taken using the compact AMS of the University Museum at the University of Tokyo. The radiocarbon results were calibrated using OxCal v4.3.2 (Bronk Ramsey 2017; Bronk Ramsey, Lee 2013) .
Results and discussion
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 4 . But before using them for clarification of the issue of the timeframe of the different BDC pottery traditions a preliminary assessment of their reliability should be carried out. It consists of the mutual verification of information obtained in various ways. Therefore we will consider the question of possible distortion of the real age of the samples and compare these data with the typological characteristics of the corresponding vessels and the stratigraphic context in which they were found.
Possible distortion of true age of the samples
The origin of the carbon-containing materials in the pottery can be problematic, and it is important to verify if those materials are directly related to the archaeological context. Therefore, first, there is distinction to be made: is it indeed the direct dating of vegetable fibres, more or less contemporaneous with the production of the pot, or is it rather the carbon fraction of the sherd that has been dated? It is believed that geological signals are always difficult to separate completely from the archaeological ones, especially in those sherds that do contain not enough organic temper (Kulkova 2014.117) . Thus, the relative carbon content in the measured samples plays a key role. A value of about 2-3% is considered as such that the effect of the 'old' carbon from clay may be ignored (Yoshida et al. 2004.716) .
Examining our samples from this view, only three measurements on fragments of vessel 22 (Fig. 10) and 39 (Fig. 13) from Bazkiv Ostriv as well as the Fig. 10. Bazkiv Ostriv. Vessel 22 dated by sample  Bazk-6t.   Fig. 11. Bazkiv Ostriv. Vessel 21 dated by sample  Bazk-7t. vessel from Shumyliv-Cherniatka (Fig. 2) can be recognized as the most reliable (Tab. 3; Fig. 14) . The reliability of three more measurements on samples with the same CO2 content of 1.1% is moderate. These are obtained on fragments of vessel 16 from Hlynske I (Fig. 4) , vessel 1 ( Fig. 9 ) and vessel 2 (Fig.  12) from Bazkiv Ostriv. Measurements on samples of vessel 7 from Hlynske I (Fig. 5 ), vessel 23 (Fig. 8) , and vessel 21 ( Fig. 11) from Bazkiv Ostriv with a CO2 content of 0.6-0.7% are the least reliable. It is noteworthy that these two samples gave the most controversial dates of the first half of 7 th millennium BC. Perhaps they are heavily overestimated due to the age of the geological carbon in their clay matrix.
Second, the real age of archaeological carbon, which is simultaneous with the time of manufacture and use of vessels, can be distorted by several factors (overviews: Bonsall et al. 2002; Philippsen 2015. 160-162) . The main one is the freshwater reservoir effect (FRE). The most important mechanism of its origin is the dissolution of carbonate minerals, due to hard water, and thus the 'hardwater effect'. From such water, dissolved inorganic carbon gets into aquatic vegetation and further along the food chain into the organisms of molluscs, fish, crawfishes, turtles and river mammals. Therefore, the inclusions of river silt, algae and mollusc shells to ceramic paste can overestimate its true age.
Today, laboratory studies on the composition of the ceramic paste of vessels from more than a dozen BDC monuments have been published. For example, according to Alexander Bobrinsky and Irina Vasilyeva's identification, all 57 vessels they studied from eight BDC sites from the forest-steppe Buh area were made of river clay. Among them, 13 vessels are from Bazkiv Ostriv, six from Hlynske I and seven from Shumyliv-Cherniatka. In describing all the samples the presence of waterworn fine sand and "voids by the liquid organic fraction of silt" was noted. Imprints of algae were on all samples except one. Mollusc shells were found in the paste of most vessels (Bobrinsky, Vasilyeva 1998.216) . Frequent use of silt, as well as the presence of imprints of 'aquatic vegetation' on 86% of the pottery from the Tȃtȃrȃuca Nouȃ XV settlement, is mentioned by Larina. She also notes an admixture of crushed shells and small river pebbles in the ceramic paste (Larina 2006.37-38) . But linking these results with concrete vessels and even with the type of pottery is impossible, since drawings or photos of the analysed samples have not been published.
Examining our nine pottery samples according to the above criteria visible with the naked eye in the fractures of corresponding vessels, the presence of shells is noted in five cases, rounded sand (possibly taken along with river mud) -in three cases, prints of thin, twisted curly threadlike fibres (algae?) -in eight cases (Tab. 5). On this basis, the vessels with lower carbon content also look potentially the most susceptible to the FRE, which increases our doubts about the validity of very old dates, measured on their shards.
The FRE distortion of a vessel's age can arise also due to penetration of the broth of cooked aquatic flora and fauna into its pottery structure as well as due to formation of a charred crust of the food of aquatic origin on its surface. Such contamination can be detected by special lipid residue analysis. Samples of eight of the nine measured vessels have al- Fig. 12. Bazkiv Ostriv. Vessel 2 dated by sample  Bazk-8t.   Fig. 13. Bazkiv Ostriv. Vessel 39 dated by samples  Bazk-9c and Bazk-9t. ready been transferred for such research, which is carried out by an international team led by Prof. Carl Heron within the scope of the project "The Innovation, Dispersal and Use of Ceramics in NW Eurasia".
Also, the 'old wood' effect can arise if carbon was sorbed from the fuel during the firing process when the clay paste had not yet hardened. In a similar way, during food cooking, the soot of old trees can get into the burnt food crust, overestimating its true age.
Taking into account these factors, which make the real age of the samples seem older, each of the dates we obtained (especially on samples with low carbon content and an abundance of freshwater shells) should be considered as not a precise time period, but terminus post quem -the earliest possible date of the corresponding vessel.
Various contaminations may have occurred due to young carbon getting into the potsherds from the surrounding soil matrix. It can dissolve in water and percolate through sediments, accumulating in both pottery paste and carbonized crust, underestimating their true age. Thorough chemical sample preparation usually ensures the removal of humic acids from the pore structure of the ceramic matrix, as well as from food carbon deposits on ceramics (Kulkova 2014.119) . However, in this regard, the two youngest dates for the vessel from Shumyliv-Cherniatka deserve special attention. Danilenko's words about discovering it in grey-green sediments interpreted as 'ancient meadow-type soil' are worrying, as this differs from the 'yellow-grey loess-like loams' which contained the finds in the Hlynske I and Bazkiv Ostriv. Therefore, the slight young carbon effect cannot be ruled out completely here.
Comparing the new dates with absolute chronology and archaeological context
The plot of our dates clearly shows that they group four separate clusters (Figs. 14, 15 ).
The first cluster is formed by two dates, falling into the second quarter of the 7 th millennium BC. Today, they are the earliest for the culture as a whole, and are even somewhat earlier than the dates of the Late Mesolithic monuments of Soroca II, layer 2 and 3; Ziankivtsi II, the lower layer (Tab. 1).
The first date, TKA-21090: 7795±30 BP (6686-6532 cal BC), was measured on vessel 7 with the Skybyntsi type characteristics from the Hlynske I site (Fig.  5 ). Danylenko referred it to the Pechera phase of his periodization due to the finding of the Cris-like bowl there. However, the discussed date turned out to be at least 500 years older than the result of direct dating on the mentioned bowl. Thus, either we are dealing with a palimpsest, or with some distortion of the true age of the sample. The latter seems more likely because of the extremely low carbon content and abundance of shell in its pottery paste. Also, it is supported by the stratigraphic position of the few mate- Fig. 14. Plot of the new AMS dates, measured on the samples with CO2 content of: white 0.6-0.7%, grey  1.1%, black 2.4% and more. rials in Complex 1, forming a cultural layer lying at a depth of more than 3m. Moreover, it is noteworthy that not one flint artefact characteristic to the local Mesolithic Kukrek culture was found there (Gaskevych 2017a).
Pottery contemporaneous with the date under discussion is known in Europe only in the Rakushechnyi Yar site on the Lower Don River, the Kairshak-Tenteksor group monuments near the Volga River delta, the sites of the Elshanka Culture on the Middle Volga, as well as in the Serteya sites in the basin of the upper Western Dvina River. But the style of those vessels is defined as predominantly no decorated, or decorated in a way which shows no close analogies to the ornamentation of vessel 7 from the Hlynske I (Vybornov 2008; Mazurkevich, Dolbunova 2015) . The only archaic-looking feature that brings them together is the rows of small pits set along incised lines. However, smoothly curved meander incised compositions themselves are characteristic not of the eastern hunter-gatherers, but the Danube-Carpathians farming cultures of the linear circle dated no earlier than the middle of 6 th millennium BC.
The second date, TKA-20829: 7710±25 BP (6597-6477 cal BC), was measured on vessel 23 with pinches from Bazkiv Ostriv (Fig. 8 ). There, it lay deeper than the other 11 dated items with known depths (Fig. 7) . Since its discovery, it has been considered one of the oldest pots of the culture. But at the same time, Danylenko linked the origin of the decoration with pinches in the BDC with influence from the Cris-Körös-Star≠evo area (Danilenko 1969.68-69) .
That simple pattern is known almost everywhere in the Balkans-Danube-Carpathians during all the Early Neolithic periods. In particular, vessels with pinches are in the materials of the most eastern Cris monuments located in Moldova, approx. 130km from Bazkiv Ostriv (Dergachev, Larina 2015.Tab. 10, 32, 49, 80) . However, the age of the measured fragment turned out to be older not only than their 14 C dates (Kovalenko 2017.157, 158, Tab. 1) , but all reliable dates of the Early Neolithic monuments in the whole Danube catchment (Thissen 2009 ). In areas east of the Buh, prototypes of this decoration are also not known. Therefore, such an old date should be explained either by distortion of the true age due to the extremely low carbon content and presence of shell temper, or by an unlikely direct cultural impact from the Near East, where vessels of similar shape adorned with pinches and fingertip impressions are found at some sites dated to the first half of the 7 th millennium BC, for example, Tell el-Kerkh (horizon Rouj 2a-2b) in the Rouj River basin in North-Western Syria (Tsuneki 2012.34-36) .
The next cluster is formed by four dates that point to the first half of 6 th millennium BC.
The first date, TKA-20828: 7080±30 BP (6016-5899 cal BC), was measured on sherds of the possible Cris 'import' vessel 16 from Complex 1 in the Hlynske I site (Fig. 4) . Its main features are the dark burni- shing, carinated form, and a pedestal. Based on this, Kotova (2015.61) has seen analogies to it in several partially preserved bowls with a more-less pronounced body corner from the Koprivets and Blagotin site in the Balkans, dated to a slightly older time than our date shows. The bottom shape of these bowls is unknown. The closest analogies of vessel 16 in terms of technology, form, decor, and metric parameters are noted in the materials of the Körös monuments of Eastern Hungary (Gaskevych 2008a.294; 2017a. 107) , for example, Furta-Csátó (Makkay 1990.Pl. 3, 5; Makkay et al. 2007 . Fig. 132.7-9, Fig. 134.6) . Due to the presence of pottery with so-called 'Protovin-≠a' traits there, they may be synchronous with the early phases of the Vin≠a culture, dated no earlier than 5300 BC (Reingruber 2018.85-88) , or slightly precede them. In this case, the joint occurrence of vessels 16 and 7 (with some possible traits of the linear pottery) within Complex 1 does not cause contradictions. Therefore, in general, the discussed date may be considered overestimated due to the distortion of its true age. Based on the composition of the clay paste (Tab. 5) and the likely use as 'tableware' rather than 'kitchenware', it is least affected by FRE.
On the other hand, the probable western or southwestern origin of this vessel may indicate that it was made in the limestone and chalk rich landscapes of the Moldavian and Moesian Platform, or mountain systems of the southern and western Carpathians, where the powdered carbonaceous bedrock with no radiocarbon content could get into the pottery paste directly. However, verification of these assumptions requires special in-depth analyses using natural science methods.
The second date, TKA-20832: 6970±25 BP (5972-5769 cal BC), was measured on vessel 21 with vertical incised wavy lines (Fig. 11) , which was found in the western part of the Bazkiv Ostriv settlement. On zone X, its large fragments lay compactly at a depth of 0.9-0.99m corresponding to the oldest (the Skybyntsi after Danylenko) layer. The "fragment of red deer horn" with a younger date of 6580±80 BP (Ki-8169) was found above in this zone (Fig. 7) . This is in favour of the possible reality of the discussed date, despite the extremely low carbon content and abundance of coarse shell fragments in the clay paste of the sample. A distant analogy of this pot decoration may be seen in a vessel from the 'lower Neolithic' layer in Gard, the direct dates on the pottery from which fall into the second and third quarter of the 6 th millennium BC. Parallel wavy lines on the upper cylindrical part of the body of that vessel were also grouped into bundles of seven pieces each (Tov-kaylo 2014. Fig. 11.2) . But an admixture of very coarse sand and granules, not shells, is in its paste.
The third date, TKA-20830: 6855±30 BP (5807-5666 cal BC), was measured on vessel 1 with comb impressions ( Fig. 9 ) from the northern part of Bazkiv Ostriv. There, in zone VI, its large fragments lay compactly 10cm above the large fragments of vessel 23 given one of the earliest dates. However, bone samples measured to the end of the 7 th millennium BC (Ki-6652 and Ki-8166) lay 10-20cm above discussed vessel 1 (Fig. 7) . Despite this, Kotova has attributed the last to the 'upper Neolithic' layer, but the datesto the 'lower' one (Kotova 2003.208 , Fig. 42.1 ). For us, this fact may be explained either by the mixture of materials of different times in that part of the monument or by significant distortion of the real age of the bones due, for example, to FRE. Anyway, this date questions the traditional synchronization of the Samchyntsi-type pottery exclusively with the post-Cris time. This is in agreement with the deep occurrence of the vessel that was found nearby shards of the Skybyntsi type pottery. The latter probably explains why such a representative well-preserved vessel has never been mentioned and published by Danylenko, the author of the BDC basic periodization.
The fourth date, TKA-20831: 6625±25 BP (5621-5514 cal BC), was measured on vessel 22 with incised linear zigzag decoration (Fig. 10 ) from zone VIII in Bazkiv Ostriv. There, its large fragments lay above vessel 21 with a slightly older date (Fig. 7) . The pot under discussion was published by Danylenko as belonging to the Skybyntsi-type (Danilenko 1969.70) . The motif of its decoration has analogies among the vessels from the nearest Cris monuments in Romanian Moldova (Ursulescu 1984.Pl.15.5, 43. 25; Comsa 1991.Fig.4.3, 14, 17; Popusoi 2005.Fig. 59.4, 72.7, 73.2, 82.8, 83.4, 83.7, 95.4, 102.5, 109.1) , and the neighbouring Republic of Moldova (Dergachev, Larina 2015.Tab. 20.8, 50.4,11,13,14, 76.3,4) . The radiocarbon age of Trestiana, Level I (GrN-17003: 6665±45 BP) and Sacarovka 1 (including one conventional Kyiv date Ki-13899a: 6590±180 BP on organic inclusions in pottery paste) fall in the range 5840-5450 BC (Mantu 1995.226; Kovalenko 2017. Tab. 1) that is roughly synchronous with the date of vessel 22. In addition, the date coincides with the direct dates on pottery with the same admixture of coarse shell fragments from the Gard site (Tovkaylo 2014.199-201) .
The third cluster is formed by three dates of the Samchyntsi-type vessels from the Bazkiv Ostriv site, fal-ling into the end of the 6 th to the beginning of 5 th millennia BC.
The first date, TKA-20833: 6190±35BP (5288-5030 cal BC), was measured on potsherd of vessel 2 decorated with comb impressions (Fig. 12) . Large fragments of the LBPC fine bowl were found at the same depth with a large fragment of this vessel in zone IV. The second date, TKA-20834: 6040±25 BP (5211-5000 cal BC), and the third date, TKA-21091: 6145± 35 BP (5003-4847 cal BC), were measured on organic inclusions in pottery paste and charred residues on the inner surface of vessel 39 with the incised diagonal grid pattern (Fig. 13 ). Its large fragments were found at the same depth with large fragments of the above-mentioned LBPC bowl in zone II (Figs. 6, 7) . Since all three dates concur to the time of local LBPC monuments with a 'musical note' pottery (Sapozhnikov, Sapozhnikova 2005.91.Tab. 1; Kiosak, Salavert 2018.122 ) their age can be considered true. In addition, the first date is consistent with the conclusion about the presence of painted vessels reproducing the Szakálhát culture ceramics from the Tisza River basin on the monument (Gaskevych 2017b) .
Finally, the fourth cluster is formed by two dates, TKA-20826: 5725±30 BP (4683-4491 cal BC) and TKA-20827: 5805±25 BP (4723-4558 cal BC), measured on Savran-type vessel from Shumyliv-Cherniatka (Fig. 2) . They point to the second quarter of the 5 th millennium BC; those are the youngest reliable measurements for the BDC. Excavating the site Danylenko noted the occurrence of materials of both the BDC, and Trypillia A of the Sabatynivka II type at the same depth, but not mentioned their possible synchronism. However, our dates fall into the range that coincides with the generally accepted dating of the Precucuteni II -Trypillia AIII (Mantu 1995.228; Rassamakin 2012.22-24) , and they are even much younger than the range of Kyiv dates on bones from the eponymous Sabatynivka II settlement (Telegin et al. 2000.66 (Danilenko 1969.Tab. 1; Tovkaylo 2005.Tab. 6.1; Gaskevych, Zhuravlev 2008.174; Zaliznyak et al. 2013.245) . Humans are also omnivorous mammals who eat fish. Burials associated with the BDC were found on the Southern Buh sites Samchyntsi I, Gaivoron-Polizhok (Solgutiv Ostriv), Sokiltsi VI (Gaskevych 2015), and Dobrianka-3 (Zaliznyak et al. 2013.242) . The date was measured only for the burial from Dobrianka-3. It falls into the last quarter of the 7 th millennium BC (Lillie et al. 2009.260) . However, it cannot be ruled out that some unidentified human bones could be found on this and other sites and were 14 C dated. Therefore, all Kyiv dates, made on the basis of material which is referred to in publications as just 'animal bone', are generally doubtful.
❷ The uncertainty or lack of real cultural stratigraphy, as well as the mixing of materials of different times on many monuments, could lead to the erroneous correlation of the complexes of finds to the 'upper' and 'lower' layers and become the cause of the contradiction under discussion.
❸ It is possible that the real time-space of the existence of the Samchyntsi and Savran type pottery was longer than is traditionally considered. In this case, both groups of the corresponding dates may be correct, but the relative chronology that correlates such vessels with only the post-Cris time is erroneous. This explanation is also supported by our less reliable AMS date on vessel 1 from Bazkiv Ostriv (Fig. 9 ), as well as Kyiv dates on the pottery from Gard and Dobrianka-1.
Even more complicated is the issue of the dating of the Skybyntsi and Pechera type pottery. The date on the only Skybyntsi-type sample with satisfactory carbon content, obtained from vessel 22 in Bazkiv Ostriv ( Fig. 10) , points to the third quarter of the 6 th millennium BC. This is entirely consistent with the dates for the Cris settlements Sacarovka 1 and Trestiana, Level I (Mantu 1995.226; Kovalenko 2017.Tab. 1) , recognized as 'Cris IV' after the Lasarovici periodization, or phenomenon like the 'Glȃvȃnesti culture' or 'Prut-Danube culture', after Agathe Reingruber (2016.169; 2017.96-97) . The established synchronization does not contradict the traditional view of the dating of the beginning of the BDC and its origin under the Balkan-Carpathian influence. It also corresponds to direct Kyiv dates on the Pechera type pottery from Gard. Thus, a comparison of this vessel with the Kyiv dates of the second half of the 7 th millennium BC, measured on the 'animal bones' from the 'lower layer' of the site (Kotova 2003.27-28, 205) , seems erroneous. Perhaps this was due to the mixing of the Skybyntsi finds with unrecognized late Mesolithic materials or a distortion of the real age of bones (which were published without identification) influenced by the FRE.
Unfortunately, all the other dates for the Skybyntsi and Pechera type pottery were measured on the samples with medium or very low carbon content (Tab. 3), which undermines their reliability. Thus, for example, the strong influence of 'geological' carbon can be clearly revealed for the date of the carinated bowl with features of the Vin≠a traditions from Hlynske I (Fig. 4) . Such influence could even more strongly change the real age of the two oldest samples with an abundance of shell in their pottery paste (Figs. 5, 8) . Therefore, the chronology of the corresponding vessels should be determined taking into account typological arguments.
Today, various possible scenarios of the origin and spread of the earliest pottery in the vast territory of Eastern Europe are debated. More traditionally it is seen as a component of the cultural complex of the Middle East agricultural population who moved to the northern Balkans and south-western Carpathian basin. It is believed that such pottery is not earlier 6200 BC (Budja 2009.126) . For more ancient ceramic production three variants are proposed. Two of them are: its independent invention by mobile and semi-mobile hunter-gatherers in many centres in Eurasia and Africa; or its spreading to local foragers from one starting point that arose in East Asia as early as the Pleistocene around 14 500 BC (overviews : Jordan, Zvelebil 2009; Budja 2013) . The main common features of this old pottery are a pointed or conical base, the predominantly bag-like form, covering of the whole outer surface by impressed decoration or another relief-like structure (Piezonka 2015. 286-287 (Danilenko 1969 . Fig. 24.4,6) . This ornamental pattern has no analogies within foragers' assemblages to the north or east, but is a characteristic feature of some cultures of the linear circle, such as the Tiszadob Group and Bükk Culture in the Carpathian Basin (e.g., Piatnicková 2015) . Perhaps it and some other peculiar forms of decoration, for example, vertical wavy lines covering the whole of a vessel's surface, appeared earlier not in the west, but just in the Southern Buh, which was proposed by Reingruber (2018.90) . Therefore, to determine the place of origin and the distribution vector of the described traditions, reliable direct dating of the BDC pottery should be continued.
Conclusion and prospects
The set of 11 new AMS dates has given a wide scatter of their values within the entire period outlined by the previous BDC dates. Moreover, the two results of the second quarter of the 7 th millennium BC are beyond it and may potentially be the oldest dates of the culture. However, analysis of the samples from the aspect of carbon content, their susceptibility to the influence of the FRE, correspondence to the stratigraphy of the sites and typology of materials detected only six more credible dates. Their order on the timeline coincides with generally accepted ideas about the sequence of existence of the different BDC pottery types. The youngest is the vessel of the Savran type from Shumyliv-Cherniatka that gave two dates, which fall into the range of 4723-4491 cal BC, when the Trypillia culture bearers already populated the region. Two vessels of the Samchyntsi type from Bazkiv Ostriv gave three dates within the range of 5288-4847 cal BC, which corresponds to their finding next to fragments of fine 'music-note' bowls of the LBPC. The vessel of the Skybyntsi type from Bazkiv Ostriv gave the oldest plausible date of 5621-5514 cal BC, which corresponds to the age of the Cris monuments in neighbouring Moldova.
From a perspective of the problem that arose two decades ago after the publication of the 'new' Kyiv dates measured on bones, the AMS Tokyo dates better correspond not to the latter, but the primary, tra-ditional, absolute chronology of the BDC, and conventional Kyiv dates on pottery. Most likely the dates on a bone, pointing to the second half of the 7 th millennium BC, are related to the Final Mesolithic finds not separated by excavators in the palimpsests of some Southern Buh settlements in the 1950s, or sampling the bones of animals, exposed to the FRE.
Thus, it appears that the long-discussed problem of the BDC chronology is concerned with not only the material of samples, as is considered now, but with the interpretation of results. In quick pursuit of impressive publications, numerous radiocarbon dates were offhandedly compared with the unlikely stratigraphy of settlements, and doubtful periodization schemes created under the paradigms of stadial development more than half a century ago.
Of course, 11 new dates can by no means be sufficient for reliably dating the three corresponding sites, not to speak of a whole BDC. They can only be the beginning of a long process aimed at the creation of a model that could be advanced for future testing. In such a study, particular attention should be paid to the question of the age of pottery with the high amount of shell, given the old values, which show dates from our series. Is it a cultural trait of older pottery, where shell temper has dominated? Or is it a technical shortcoming in the dating process? Another important issue is the time of appearance of the archaic-looking point-and round-bottomed pottery of the Samchyntsi type. Is it the oldest in the region, or do the previous dates measured on such vessels convey the age of the geological component in their ceramic paste? To answer these and other questions, new direct 14 C dating on pottery, accompanied by its petrographical, physical and chemical studies, and in particular lipid analysis, should be conducted. Also, if possible, detailed information about the species of animals whose bones were measured at Kyiv laboratory earlier and the localization of corresponding samples in the sites should be found and published for further analysis.
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